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Abstract

Power consumption has become an important factor
in modern storage system design. Power efficiency is
particularly beneficial in disk-based backup systems that
store mostly cold data, have significant idle periods, and
must compete with the operational costs of tape-based
backup. There are no prior published studies on power
consumption in these systems, leaving researchers and
practitioners to rely on existing assumptions. In this pa-
per we present the first analysis of power consumption
in real-world, enterprise, disk-based backup storage sys-
tems. We uncovered several important observations, in-
cluding some that challenge conventional wisdom. We
discuss their impact on future power-efficient designs.

1 Introduction
Power has become an important design consideration
for modern storage systems as data centers now account
for close to 1.5% of the world’s total energy consump-
tion [14], with studies showing that up to 40% of that
power comes from storage [25]. Power consumption is
particularly important for disk-based backup systems be-
cause: (1) they contain large amounts of data, often stor-
ing several copies of data in higher storage tiers; (2) most
of the data is cold, as backups are generally only accessed
when there is a failure in a higher storage tier; (3) backup
workloads are periodic, often leaving long idle periods
that lend themselves to low power modes [31, 35]; and
(4) they must compete with the operational costs of low
power, tape-based backup systems.

Even though there has been a significant amount
of work to improve power consumption in backup or
archival storage systems [8,21,27], as well as in primary
storage systems [3, 33, 36], there are no previously pub-
lished studies of how these systems consume power in
the real world. As a result, power management in backup
storage systems is often based on assumptions and com-
monly held beliefs that may not hold true in practice. For
example, prior power calculations have assumed that the
only power needed for a drive is quoted in the vendor’s
specification sheet [8, 27, 34]. However, an infrastruc-
ture, including HBAs, enclosures, and fans, is required to
support these drives; these draw a non-trivial amount of
power, which grows proportionally with the number of
drives in the system.

In this paper, we present the first study of power
consumption in real-world, large-scale, enterprise, disk-
based backup storage systems. We measured systems

representing several different generations of production
hardware using various backup workloads and power
management techniques. Some of our key observa-
tions include considerable power consumption variations
across seemingly similar platforms, disk enclosures that
require more power than the drives they house, and the
need for many disks to be in a low-power mode before
significant power can be saved. We discuss the impact of
our observations and hope they can aid both the storage
industry and research communities in future development
of power management technologies.

2 Related Work

Empirical power consumption studies have guided the
design of many systems outside of storage. Mobile
phones and laptop power designs, which are both sensi-
tive to battery lifetime, were influenced by several stud-
ies [7, 17, 22, 24]. In data centers, studies have focused
on measuring CPU [18,23], OS [5,6,11], and infrastruc-
ture power consumption [4] to give an overview of where
power is going and the impact various techniques have,
such as dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS).
Recently, Sehgal et al. [26] measured how various file
system configurations impact power consumption.

Existing storage system power management has
largely focused on managing disk power consumption.
Much of this existing work assumes that as storage
systems scale their capacity—particularly backup and
archival systems—the number of disks will increase to
the point where disks are the dominant power con-
sumers. As a result, most solutions try to keep as
many drives powered-off as possible, spun-down, or spun
at a lower RPM. For example, archival systems like
MAID [8] and Pergamum [27] use data placement, scrub-
bing, and recovery techniques that enable many of the
drives in the system to be in a low-power mode. Sim-
ilarly, PARAID [33] allows transitioning between sev-
eral different RAID layouts to trade-off energy, perfor-
mance, and reliability. Hibernator [36] allows drives in a
RAID array to operate at various RPMs, reducing power
consumption while limiting the impact to performance.
Write Off-Loading [19] redirects writes from low-power
disks to available storage elsewhere, allowing disks to
stay in a low-power mode longer.

Our goal is to provide power consumption measure-
ments from real-world, enterprise-scale backup systems,
to help guide designs of power-managed storage systems.
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3 Methodology

We measured several real-world, enterprise-class backup
storage systems. Each used a Network-Attached-Storage
(NAS) architecture with a storage controller connected to
multiple, external disk drive enclosures. Figure 1 shows
the basic system architecture. Each storage controller ex-
ports to file-based interfaces to clients, such as NFS and
CIFS—and backup-based interfaces, such as VTL and
those of backup software (e.g., Symantec’s OST [20]).
Each storage controller performs inline data deduplica-
tion; typically these systems contain more CPUs and
memory than other storage systems to perform chunking
and to maintain a chunk index.

Client 2

.

.

Backup Streams

Client 1

.

Client N

Backup Controller Disk Enclosure
Storage

Figure 1: Backup system architecture

DD880 DD670 DD860 DDTBD
Ship Year 2009 2010 2011 Future
Intel CPU X7350 E5504 E5504 E7-4870
# CPUs 2 1 2 4
RAM 64GB 16GB 72GB 256GB

NVRAM 2GB 1GB 1GB 4GB
# Disks 4 7 4 4

# Pow Sup 2 2 2 4
# Fans 8 8 8 8
# NICs 1 1 1 2
# HBAs 3 1 3 4

Table 1: Controller hardware summary

Table 1 details the four different EMC controllers that
we measured. Each controller was shipped or will be
shipped in a different year and represents hardware up-
grades over time. Each controller, except for DD670,
stores all backup data on disks in external enclosures,
and the four disks (three active plus a spare) in the con-
troller store only system and configuration data. DD670
is a low-end, low-cost system that stores both user and
system data in its seven disks (six active plus a spare).
DDTBD is planned for a future release and does not yet
have a model number. Each controller ran the same soft-
ware version of the DDOS operating system.

Table 2 shows the two different enclosures that we
measured. Each enclosure can support various capacity
SATA drives. Based on vendor specifications, the drives
we used have power usage of about 6–8W idle, 8–12W
active, and less than 1W when spun-down. Controllers
communicate with the enclosures via Serial Attached
SCSI (SAS). Large system configurations can support
more than fifty enclosures attached to a single controller,
which can host more than a petabyte of physical capacity
and tens of petabytes of logical, deduplicated capacity.

ES20 ES30
Ship Year 2006 2011
# Disks 16 15

# SAS Controllers 2 2
# Power Supplies 2 2

# Fans 2 4

Table 2: Enclosure hardware summary

Experimental setup. We measured controller power
consumption using a Fluke 345 Power Quality Clamp
Meter [10], an in-line meter that measures the power
draw of a device. The meter provides readings with an er-
ror of ±2.5%. We measured enclosure power consump-
tion using a WattsUP Pro ES [32], another in-line me-
ter, with an accuracy of±1.5% for measured value plus
a constant error of±0.3 watt-hours. All measurements
were done within a data center environment with room
temperature held between70 ◦F and72 ◦F.

We connected the controllers and enclosures to the me-
ters separately, to measure their power. Thus we present
component’s measurement separately, rather than as an
entire system (e.g., a controller attached to several enclo-
sures). The meters we used allowed us to measure only
entire device power consumption, not individual com-
ponents (e.g., each CPU or HBA) or data-center factors
(e.g., cooling or network infrastructure). We present all
measurements in watts and all results are an average of
several readings with standard deviations less than 5%.

Benchmarks. For each controller and enclosure, we
measured the power consumption when idle and when
under several backup workloads. Each workload is a
standard, reproducible workload used internally to test
system performance and functionality. The workloads
consist of two clients connecting over a 10 GigE network
to a controller writing 36 backup streams. Each backup
stream is periodic in nature, where a full backup image is
copied to the controller, followed by several incremental
backups, followed by another full backup, and so on. For
each workload we ran42 full backup generations. The
workloads are designed to mimic those seen in the field
for various backup protocols.

WL-A WL-B WL-C
Protocol NFS OST BOOST
Chunking Server Server Client

Table 3: Backup workloads used

We used the three backup protocols shown in Ta-
ble 3. Clients send backup streams over NFS in WL-A,
and over Symantec’s OST in WL-B. In both cases, all
deduplication is performed on the server. WL-C uses,
BOOST [9], an EMC backup client that performs stream
chunking on the client side and sends only unique chunks
to the server, reducing network and server load. To mea-
sure the power consumption of a fully utilized disk sub-
system, we used an internal tool that saturates each disk.
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4 Discussion
We present our analysis for a variety of configurations
in three parts: isolated controller measurements, isolated
enclosure measurements, and whole-system analysis us-
ing controller and enclosure measurements.

4.1 Controller Measurements
We measured storage controller power consumption un-
der three different scenarios: idle, loaded, and power
managed using processor-specific power-saving states.

Controller idle power. A storage controller is consid-
ered idle when it is fully powered on, but is not handling
a backup or restore workload. In our experiments, each
controller was running a full, freshly installed, DDOS
software stack, which included several small background
daemon processes. However, as no user data was placed
on the systems, background jobs such as garbage collec-
tion, were not run. Idle power consumption indicates the
minimum amount of power a non-power-managed con-
troller would consume when sitting in the data center.

It is commonly assumed that disks are the main con-
tributor to power in a storage system. As shown in Ta-
ble 4, the controllers can also consume a large amount of
power. In the case of DDTBD, the power consumption
is almost equal to that of 100 2TB drives [13]. This is
significant because even a controller with no usable disk
storage can consume a lot of power. Yet, the performance
of the controller is critical to maintain high deduplication
ratios, and necessary to support petabytes of storage—
requiring multiple fast CPUs and lots of RAM. These
high idle power-consumption levels are well known [15].
Although computer component vendors have been reduc-
ing power consumption in newer systems, there is a long
way to go to support true power proportionality in com-
puting systems; therefore, current idle controller power
levels must be factored into future designs.

� Observation 1: The idle controller power consump-
tion is still significant.

Table 4 shows a large difference in power consumption
between controllers. DDTBD consumes almost 3.5×

more power than DD670. Here, difference is largely due
to the different hardware profiles. DDTBD is a more
powerful, high-end controller with significantly more
CPU and memory, whereas DD670 is a low-end model.
However, this is not the case for the power differences be-
tween DD880 and DD860. DD880 consumes more than
twice the power as DD860, yet Table 1 shows that their
hardware profiles are fairly similar. The amount of CPU
and memory plays a major role in power consumption;
however, other factors such as the power efficiency of in-
dividual components also contribute. Unfortunately, our
measurement methodology prevented us from identify-
ing the internal components that contribute to this differ-

DD880 DD670 DD860 DDTBD
Idle Power (W) 555 225 261 778

Table 4: Idle power consumptions for storage controllers

ence. However, part of this difference can be attributed to
DD860 being a newer model with hardware components
that consume less power than older models.

To better compare controller power consumption, we
normalized the power consumption numbers in Table 4
to the maximum usable physical storage capacity. The
maximum capacities for the DD880, DD670, DD860,
and DDTBD are 192TB, 76TB, 192TB, and 1152TB,
respectively. This gives normalized power consumption
values of 2.89W/TB for DD880, 2.96W/TB for DD670,
1.35W/TB for DD860, and 0.675W/TB for DDTBD. Al-
though the normalized values are roughly the same for
DD880 and DD670, the watts consumed per raw byte
trends down with newer generation platforms.

� Observation 2: Whereas idle controller power con-
sumption varies between models, normalized watts per
byte goes down with newer generations.

Controller under load. We measured the power con-
sumption of each controller while running the aforemen-
tioned workloads. Each controller ran the DDFS dedup-
licating file system [35] and all required software ser-
vices. Services such as replication were disabled. The
power consumed under load approximates the power typ-
ically seen for controllers in-use in a data center. The
workloads used are performance-qualification tests that
are designed to mimic real customer workloads, but do
not guarantee that the controllers are stressed maximally.

Figure 2(a) shows the power consumed by DDTBD
while running the WL-A workload. The maximum power
consumed during the run was 937W, which is 20% higher
than the idle power consumption. Since the power only
increased 20% when under load, it may be more bene-
ficial to improve idle consumption before trying to im-
prove active (under load) consumption.

DD880 DD670 DD860 DDTBD
WL-A 44% 24% 58% 20%
WL-B 58% 29% 61% 36%
WL-C 56% 28% 57% 23%

Table 5: Power increase ratios from idle to loaded system

Table 5 shows the power increase percents from idle
to loaded across controller and workload combinations.
Several combinations have an increase of less than 30%,
while others exceed 50%. Unfortunately, our method-
ology did not allow us to identify which internal compo-
nents caused the increase. One noticeable trend is that the
increase in power is mostly due to the controller model
rather than the workload, as DD880 and DD860 always
increased more than DD670 and DDTBD.
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Figure 2: Power consumption and I/O statistics for WL-A on DDTBD, along with the 5 ES30 enclosures attached to it

� Observation 3: The increase in controller power
consumption under load varies much across models.

I/O statistics from the disk sub-system help explain the
increases in controller power consumption. Figure 2(b)
shows the number of blocks per second read and written
to the enclosures attached to DDTBD during WL-A. We
see that a higher rate of disk I/O activity generally cor-
responds to higher power consumption in both the con-
troller and disk enclosures. Whereas I/Os require the con-
troller to wait on the disk sub-system, they also increase
memory copying activity, communication with the sub-
system, and deduplication fingerprint hashing.

Power-managed controller. Our backup systems per-
form in-line, chunk-based deduplication, requiring sig-
nificant CPU and RAM amounts to compute and manage
hashes. As the data path is highly CPU-intensive, apply-
ing DVFS techniques during backup—a common way to
manage CPU power consumption—can degrade perfor-
mance. Although it is difficult to throttle CPU during a
backup, the backup processes are usually separated by
large idle periods, which provide an opportunity to ex-
ploit DVFS an other power-saving techniques.

Intel has introduced a small set of CPU power-saving
states, which represent a range of CPU states from fully
active to mostly powered-off. For example, on the
Corei7, C1 uses clock-gating to reduce processor activ-
ity, C3 powers down L2 caches, and C6 shuts off the
core’s power supply entirely [28]. To evaluate the effi-
cacy of the Intel C states on an idle controller, we mea-
sured the power savings of the deepest C state. Unfor-

tunately, DDTBD was the only model that supported the
Intel C states. We used a modified version ofCPUIDLE

to place DDTBD into the C6 state [16]. In this state,
DDTBD saved just 60W, a mere 8% of total controller
power consumption. This finding suggests that DVFS
alone is insufficient for saving power in controllers with
today’s CPUs and a great deal of RAM. Moreover, deeper
C states incur higher latency penalties and slow controller
performance. We found that the latencies made the con-
troller virtually unusable when in the deepest C state.

� Observation 4: Placing today’s Intel CPUs into
deep C state saves only a small amount of power and
significantly harms controller performance.

4.2 Enclosure Measurements

We now analyze the power consumption of two genera-
tions of disk enclosures. Similar to Section 4.1, we an-
alyzed the power consumption of the enclosures when
idle, under load, and using power-saving techniques.

Enclosure idle power. An enclosure is idle when it
is powered on and has no workload running. The idle
power consumption of an enclosure represents the lowest
amount of power a single enclosure and the housed disks
consume without power-management support. Figure 3
shows that an idle ES20 consumes 278W. The number of
active enclosures in a high-capacity system can exceed
50, so the total power consumption of the disk enclosures
alone can exceed 13kW.

We found that the enclosures have very different power
profiles. The idle ES20 consumes 278W, which is 55%
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Figure 3: Disk power down vs. spin down. ES20 and ES30 are
specified as in Table 2.

higher than the idle ES30, at 179W. We believe that
newer hardware largely accounts for this difference. For
example, it is well known that power supplies are not
100% efficient. Modern power supplies often place guar-
antees on efficiency. One standard [1] provides an 80%
efficiency guarantee, which means the efficiency will
never go below 80% (e.g., for every 10W drawn from the
wall, at least 8W is usable by components attached to the
power supply). The ES30 has newly designed power sup-
plies, temperature-based fan speeds, and a newer internal
controller, which contribute to this difference.

� Observation 5: The idle power consumption varies
greatly across enclosures with new ones being more
power efficient.

Enclosure under load. We also measured the power
consumption of each enclosure under the workloads dis-
cussed in Section 3. We considered an enclosure under
load when it was actively handling an I/O workload.

As shown in Figure 2(a), the total power consumption
of the five ES30 enclosures connected to DDTBD, pro-
cessing WL-A, increased by 10% from 900W when idle
to about 1kW. Not surprisingly, Figure 2(b) shows that an
increase in enclosure power correlates with an increase in
I/O traffic. Percentages for the other enclosure and work-
load combinations ranged from 6–22%.

Our deduplicating file system greatly reduces the
amount of I/O traffic seen by the disk sub-system. As
described in Section 3, we used an internal tool to mea-
sure the power consumption of a fully utilized disk sub-
system. Table 6 shows that ES20 consumption grew by
22% from 278W when idle to 340W. ES30 increased
15% from 179W idle to 205W. Interestingly, these in-
creases are much smaller than those observed for the con-
trollers under load in Section 4.1.
� Observation 6: The consumption of the enclosures
increases between 15% and 22% under heavy load.

Power managed enclosure. We compared the power
consumption of ES20 and ES30 using two disk power-
saving techniques: power-down and spin-down. With
spin-down, the disk is powered on, but the head is parked
and the motor is stopped. With power-down, the enclo-

ES20 ES30
Idle Power (W) 278 179
Max Power (W) 340 205

Table 6: Max power for enclosures ES20 and ES30

sure’s disk slot is powered off, cutting off all drive power.
As shown in Figure 3, the relative power savings of

the ES20 and ES30 are quite different. For ES30, spin-
down reduced power consumption by 55% from 179W
to 80W. For ES20, the power dropped by 37% from
278W to 176W. Although the absolute spin-down savings
was roughly 100W for both enclosures, power-down was
much more effective for ES30 than ES20. Power-down
for ES30 reduced power consumption by 78%, but only
44% for ES20. As mentioned in Section 3, each disk con-
sumes less than 1W when spun-down. However, for both
ES20 and ES30, power-down saved more than 1W per
disk compared to spin-down.

� Observation 7: Disk power-down may be more ef-
fective than disk spin-down for both ES20 and ES30.

Looking closer at the ES20 power savings, the enclo-
sure actually consumes more power than the disks it is
housing (an improvement opportunity for enclosure man-
ufactures). With all disks powered down, ES20 consumes
155W, which is more than the 123W saved by powering
down the disks (consistent with disk vendor specs).

� Observation 8: Disk enclosures may consume more
power than the drives they house. As a result, effec-
tive power management of the storage subsystem may
require more than just disk-based power-management.

We observed that an idle ES30 enclosure consumes
64% of an idle ES20, while a ES30 in power-down mode
consumes only 25% of the power of an ES20 in power-
down mode. This suggests that newer hardware’s idle
and especially power-managed modes are getting better.

4.3 System-Level Measurements
A common metric for evaluating a power management
technique is the percentage of total system power that is
saved. We measured the amount of power savings for dif-
ferent controller and enclosure combinations using spin-
down and power-down techniques. We considered sys-
tem configurations with an idle controller and 32 idle en-
closures (which totals 512 disks for ES20 and 480 disks
for ES30) and we varied the number of enclosures that
have all their disks power managed. We excluded DD670
because it supports only up to 4 external shelves.

Figure 4 shows the percentage of total system power
saved as the number of enclosures with power-managed
disks was increased. In Figure 4(a) disks were spun
down, while in Figure 4(b) disks were powered down.
We found that it took a considerable number of power-
managed disks to yield a significant system power sav-
ings. In the best case with DD860 and ES30, 13 of the 32
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Figure 4: Total system power savings using disk power management

enclosures must have their disks spun down to achieve
a 20% power savings. In other words, over 40% of the
disks must be spun down to save 20% of the total power.
In the worse case with DDTBD and ES20, 19 of the 32
enclosures must have their disks spun down to achieve a
20% savings. This scenario required almost 60% of the
disks to be spun down to save 20% of the power. Only
two of our six configurations were able to achieve more
than 50% savings even when all disks were spun down.
These numbers were improved when power down is used,
but a large number of disks was still needed to achieve
significant savings.

� Observation 9: To save a significant amount of
power, many drives must be in a low power mode.

The limited power savings is due in part to the con-
trollers consuming a large amount of power. As seen in
Section 4.1, a single controller may consume as much
power as 100 disks. Additionally, as shown in Sec-
tion 4.2, disk enclosures can consume more power than
all of the drives they house, and the number of enclosures
must scale with the number of drives in the system. These
observations indicate that for some systems, even aggres-
sive disk power management may be insufficient to save
enough power and that power must be saved elsewhere in
the system (e.g., reducing controller and enclosure power
consumption, new electronics, etc.).

5 Conclusions
We presented the first study of power consumption in
real-world, large-scale, enterprise, disk-based backup
storage systems. Although we investigated only a hand-
ful of systems, we already uncovered a three interesting
observations that may impact the design of future power-
efficient backup storage systems.

(1) We found that components other than disks con-
sume a significant amount of power, even at large scales.
We observed that both storage controllers and enclosures
can consume large amounts of power. For example,
DDTBD consumes more power than 100 2TB drives and
ES20 consumes more power than the drives it houses. As
a result, future power-efficient designs should look be-

yond disks to target controllers and enclosures as well.
(2) We found a large difference between idle and ac-

tive power consumption across models. For some mod-
els, active power consumption is only 20% higher than
idle, while it is up to 60% higher for others. This ob-
servation indicates that existing systems are not achiev-
ing energy proportionality [2, 4, 12, 29, 30], which states
that systems should consume power proportional to the
amount of work performed. For some systems, we found
a disproportionate amount of power used while idle. As
backups often run on particular schedules, these systems
may spend a lot of time idle, opening up opportunities to
further reduce power consumption.

(3) We discovered large power consumption differ-
ences between similar hardware. Despite having simi-
lar hardware specifications, we observed that the older
DD880 model consumed twice as much idle power as
the newer DD860 model. We also saw that an idle ES20
consumed 55% more power than an idle ES30. This sug-
gests that the power profile of an existing system can be
improved by retiring old hardware with newer, more effi-
cient hardware. We hope to see continuing improvements
from manufacturers of electronics and computer parts.

Future work. To evaluate the steady state power pro-
file of a backup storage system, we plan to measure a
system that has been aged and a system with active back-
ground tasks. For comparison, we would like to study
power use of primary storage systems and clustered stor-
age systems, whose hardware and workloads are different
than backup systems. Lastly, we would like to investigate
the contribution of individual computer component (e.g.,
CPUs and RAM) on overall power consumption.
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